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Content

• The Phillips-Barger phenomenological model of high energy

pp and ppbar elastic scattering, d/dt

• Motivation: cross-check recent Odderon related methods

1) Model independent: H(x) scaling
(Csörgő, Novák, Pasechnik, Ster, Szanyi, EPJC (2021) 81:180)

2) Model dependent: Bialas-Bzdak model
(Csörgő, Szanyi, EPJC (2021) 81:611)

3) Semi model independent: TOTEM-D0 extrapolation
(TOTEM-D0 Coll., PRL (2021) 127, 062003)

• The entirely model independent Levy description of d/dt’s

• Conclusion
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The Phillips-Barger model

𝑑σ

𝑑𝑡
= | 𝐴 𝑒−𝐵𝑡 + 𝑒−𝑖Φ𝑡 𝐶 𝑒−𝐷𝑡 |2

The Phillips-Barger model for the description of differential cross-

sections of pp and ppbar elastic scattering , Phys.Lett 46B (1973) :

where 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷,Φ are free parameters

(It is succcesful in limited  –t and s  kinematic regions)
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Example fits to d/dt data: 

The Phillips-Barger model

good fits in the 0.35-2.5 interval bad fit in the entire interval

Phys.Rev.D 91 (2015) fit to recent 8 TeV data
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Odderon related methods:  H(x) scaling

The limited scaling eliminates collision energy (s) dependencies and 

overall normalization problems (see example plots) 

 > 6.25
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Odderon relate methods:  Bialas-Bzdak model

The model extrapolates pp and 

ppbar elastic scattering cross sections

in a few TeV energy domain via the

extrapolations of its model

parameters extracted from fits to

existing data sets

Extrapolations are limited in –t and s
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4 elastic scattering pp data sets at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV were

used to extrapolate to 1.96 TeV pp to be able to compare with

1.96 TeV ppbar data measured by D0 Collaboration. 8 

characteristic points were selected in each exponential fits

Odderon related methods: TOTEM-D0 extrapolation
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𝑑σ

𝑑𝑡
= 

𝑗=0

∞

𝑐1𝑗 𝑙𝑗 𝑒−(𝑅1
2𝑡)𝛼1/2 + 

𝑗=0

∞

𝑐2𝑗 𝑙𝑗 𝑒−(𝑅2
2𝑡)α2/2

2

Generalized Phillips-Barger model by orthonormal Levy series:

where 𝑙𝑗 (𝑅
2𝑡, 𝛼) are the Levy orthonormal polynominals

and 𝑐𝑗 = a𝑗 + ib𝑗. It is able to describe any shape..

Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model
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Example of the old method of the model independent orthonormal

Levy parametrization up to 4th order, EPJC (2019) , 79:62

𝑑σ

𝑑𝑡
= 

𝑗=0

∞

𝑐𝑗 𝑙𝑗 𝑒−(𝑅
2 𝑡)𝛼/2

2

Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

difficult to extrapolate the

11 Levy parameters in s due

to minimum degenerations
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Phillips-Barger new Levy up to 2nd order only

Motivation:  good description of pp scattering data for the full

coverage of the ppbar acceptances (especially for 1.96 TeV )

Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model
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Problem:  the error estimations of the CERN MINUIT fits for the 11 

Levy parameters frequently result in „not positive definition” 

making the extrapolations difficult in function of s collision energies

Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Recent development: We have managed to uniformly reduce the

number of parameters to 7 ones, only, with satisfactory fit quality. 

It is simply enough to keep the 0th order amplitudes and the 1st 

ones in case of the first exponential , i.e.:

𝑑σ

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎10𝑙0+ 𝑎11𝑙1+ 𝑖𝑏11𝑙1 𝑒−(𝑅1

2𝑡)/2 + 𝑎20 + 𝑖𝑏20 𝑙0 𝑒
−(𝑅2

2𝑡)/2
2

where 𝑙0= const. and 𝑙1 = ~(R2t +1)
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY fits with ACCURATE parameter errors:
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY fitss with ACCURATE parameter errors:
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY parameter EXCITATION function fits
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY parameter EXCITATION function fitss

2 TOTEM plots with tot and B trends
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY pp predictions (without extrap. errors)
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Levy generalization of the Phillips-Barger model

Here come the PRELIMINARY pp predictions (without extrap. errors)

The first very preliminary results suggest > 3 significance difference

between pp and ppbar at 1.96 TeV
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Conclusion

The new Levy generalized Phillips-Barger model is able to describe

pp and ppbar elastic scattering data with 7 parameters, only, in the

existing –t and s intervals

We have found that the amplitude related a and b Levy

parameters can be fitted with linear and quadratic log(s) terms and 

the slope related R2 (or B) ones with pure linear log(s) terms

The obtained s dependence of the Levy parameters seems to able

to help reconstruct existing pp data and to predict them at ppbar

energies.  First, preliminary results suggest presence of Odderon
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